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To be a centre of 
excellence for every 
child

Vision
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As a prestigious  
British International 
School, to promote, 
develop and celebrate 
achievement 

Mission



David Cole
Principal at BISU 

A UK-qualified school leader with over 
20 years’ experience of leading schools
in England and around the world

Established in 1997, The British International School Ukraine (BISU) was the first to bring a British style 
of education to Ukraine and is widely accepted as one of the country’s most prestigious international 
schools. 

British education has a long tradition as exemplified by Oxford and Cambridge. It is noted for its rigor 
and thoroughness in teaching practices and assessment systems in the tracking of a child’s progress 
academically. Parents choose British schools for their broad, balanced curriculum that equips students 
with the skills and qualifications to enter the top universities around the world. 

WWe believe in the importance of developing the whole person and that school should be a preparation 
for modern life’s challenges. BISU provides all the benefits of a British-based world class education, 
whilst promoting the true spirit of Internationalism and fundamental human values, including 
democracy, mutual respect and tolerance of those with different faiths and beliefs. We teach and 
constantly learn by teaching. Our students see school as an integrated part of their lives and a place
to enjoy, be safe and happy and accomplish great things. 

The right school for your child can make all the difference in his or her successful academic career and The right school for your child can make all the difference in his or her successful academic career and 
entire life. We offer choice and opportunity that allow your son or daughter to unleash their potential 
today and to flourish and prosper tomorrow. 

Principal’s Welcome
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Our qualifications are recognised worldwide. 
87% of our students access higher education abroad.

Yelyzaveta Popova, IB Graduate 2020-2021

By studying at BISU, especially during the last two years – my IB Diploma programme – I learnt 
to be much more independent in my studies, much more open-minded, adaptable, and I also 
acquired numerous other skills and qualities, which hopefully will help me in my future life and 
my future career. The main things I cherished were the international environment of the school 
and how supportive all of my teachers were even during the difficult times such as the lockdown. 
Of course, I enjoyed all the lessons at school, especially during my IB Diploma course.

"

Why choose a British International 
School Education?

At BISU, we nurture the next 
generation of global citizens to 
achieve their ambitions to be leaders, 
entrepreneurs and creative 
professionals. 

BISU is a thriving coeducational 
community from ages three to 18. 
Students get world class education, 
with all subjects taught in English.  

We strive for academic brilliance 
alongside sustainable progress 
beyond the classroom and inspire our 
students to grow as open-minded 
learners, courageous explorers and 
well-rounded individuals. 



BISU schools 
in Kyiv and Dnipro 

Kyiv Pechersk School 

• Early Years, Primary, Secondary and 

Sixth Form

• Cambridge IGCSE

• The lnternational Baccalaureate (IB) 

Diploma (preparing for university)

• Ukrainian Atestat
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Within more than 20 years, BISU has grown 

to become а family of three schools in two 

Ьig cities - Kyiv and Dnipro. 

Kyiv Nivki School 

• Early Years, Primary, Secondary and 

Sixth Form

• Cambridge IGCSE

• Advanced Level qualifications

(preparing for university)

• Ukrainian Atestat

Dnipro School 

• Early Years, Primary, Secondary 

and Sixth Form

• Cambridge IGCSE

• Ukrainian Atestat



COBIS membership 
BISU is a member of the Council of British International Schools (COBIS), which represents over 
450 schools and organisations in 80 countries. We operate according to the required standards of
a British international school and our students receive the same quality education as those studying
at private schools in Great Britain. BISU is the only school in Ukraine to have been awarded this status. 

Dual Curriculum 
We offer the National Curriculum for England, Cambridge IGCSE, and the International Baccalaureate 
(IB) Diploma Programme. Furthermore, we are the first school in Ukraine to offer A levels, allowing for 
a more bespoke programme for international university preparation. Local students may also choose to 
study for the Ukrainian Atestat. This winning selection of Ukrainian and British curricula enables your 
child to truly benefit from the best of both worlds.
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Anastasiia Yegorova
BISU alumnus

Thanks to the 13 years I spent at the British 

school, I was fully motivated and prepared to

go to colleges in England as well as some of 

the best universities in the UK. At the moment, 

I am studying I am studying at D’Overbroeck’s College in 

Oxford. I have applied to study biochemistry 

and have received an offer from one of the 

Golden Triangle universities. The British 

International School has taught me how to

be understanding, tolerant and open-minded.

The British school is not only about studying The British school is not only about studying 

but it will also allow your children to have

a chance to develop their interests in various 

fields.

"

Sergiy Klepikov
BISU alumnus and Dux Litterarum

In 2020, I was able to have an amazing 

graduation. Now I am studying PPE, that is 

Politics, Philosophy and Economics at the 

University of Manchester. Graduation is a big 

start. For many years that you have been 

educating yourself in multiple subjects you 

have also been doing a very important task – 

dedeveloping yourself. I am sure that everyone 

learnt and accumulated insights not only from 

the academic subjects but also from your 

teachers, peers, and all of the people you met 

along the way. You will keep using key lessons 

from the school during your lifetime.

"

What our schools offer 



Internationalism and 
interculturalism

We uphold traditional British and shared 
international values of:

• Democracy
• Rule of law
• Respect and tolerance
• Individual liberty

Reputation, prestige, history and culture 
We are a Cambridge authorised exam centre and participate in a variety of certified programmes: Asdan, Edexcel, 

the Black Sea Schools Group and the Best Practice Network. Our strong academic culture is characterised by values 

we share with our partners. These are highly reputable institutions with a rich history, including Cambridge Assessment 

dating back to 1858 and the International Baccalaureate founded in 1968.

We combine tradition with modern technologies. 
We help students complement their academic 
knowledge with the skills and attitudes essential for 
success in the 21st century in a global environment. 
These include:

• Creativity and decision-making
•• Personal and social responsibility
• The ability to communicate and collaborate
• Morality, compassion and a deeper understanding   
 of the world around us

Tradition and open-mindedness
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Early Years Foundation Stage 

National Curriculum for EnglandAge 3-4

Subjects include:

• Communication and Language 
• Physical, Personal, Social and Emotional     
 Development 
• Literacy
• Mathematics 
• • Understanding the World

Early childhood marks a time of significant 
growth and learning. Several studies have 
proved that children aged three to five 
who attend Early Years before starting 
their Primary education achieve better 
grades in the long term and socialise with 
others better than those who don’t. 

The BISU programme has a strong emphasis on language development and opportunities 
for thinking, problem-solving, self-expression and discovery.

We encourage children to see learning as both enjoyable and meaningful to the real world 
we live in. We focus on developing a child as a complete global citizen through social, 
physical, intellectual and emotional learning. 



Key Stage 1 and Key Stage 2

Primary 

National Curriculum for England Age 5-11 

Subjects include:

English

Mathematics 

Science

History 

Geography

Modern Foreign Languages 

Computing

Personal, Social, Health and Economic Education

Visual and Performing Arts

Art and Design

Music 

Physical Education
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The programme combines a social, cultural, emotional and physical perspective with a strong focus 
on literacy and numeracy. We help students develop their personal and interpersonal skills and 
talents while assisting them in achieving academic and social success within an inclusive dened 
curriculum.

Students also participate in regular educational visits and residentials to extend their learning 
experiences beyond the classroom, which provide relevance and meaning to their investigations. 



Key Stage 3 and Key Stage 4  (working towards Cambridge IGCSE Exams)

Secondary 

National Curriculum for EnglandAge 11-16

All classes undertake residentials, including local and international enriching trips, relating to topics being 
studied within school. Teachers continually assess all work covered and keep records of levels of 
achievement attained by each student.

On completion, students obtain International General Certificates of 
Secondary Education (IGCSEs).

Subjects include:

• English Language 

• English Literature

• Modern Foreign Languages (French,     
 German, Spanish and Russian)

• Mathematics 

•• Coordinated Sciences 

• Triple Sciences (Biology, Chemistry, Physics)

• Computer Science 

• Business Studies

• Geography

• Art and Design

• Application and Interpretation

• Music 

• History 

•• Global Perspectives 

• Physical Education

Daren Johnson
BISU parent 

The education is really good. The teachers are kind, smart and professional. 
They are always there and willing to help if there is anything that you need. 
"
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Pechersk senior students study for the IB Diploma. This two-year programme takes a holistic approach with six subjects 

chosen (with English, Mathematics and Science as compulsory) plus the core: Extended Essay (EE), Theory of Knowledge 

(TOK), and Creativity, Activity and Service (CAS).

The Nivki school offers A levels. The programme comprises three or four specific subjects studied in greater depth.

There are no compulsory subjects with A levels. Students are free to choose the subjects that interest them the most or 

they feel will be most beneficial to them for their future studies and careers. 

WWe also offer an Enrichment programme designed to create rounded individuals and to assist learners in getting 

a CV that enables them to access the world’s best universities. This includes Race4Good, a global youth movement and 

student leadership project. In 2021, our students were recognised for supporting a community in Nepal. This also involves 

the IELTS programme, which enables our students to demonstrate their proficiency in English.

Key Stage 5

Vladyslav Minenko
Nivki Y12, Head Boy

The experience that I received from Race4Good opened 

my eyes and changed my views on life itself. It aided me 

a lot in terms of empathy and the understanding of 

others and their problems and helped me with my 

organisational and communication skills. Furthermore, 

it showed me, that we — people who are used to live in 

advanced communities — don't appreciate the things 

and comand comforts we possess. The race was a marvellous 

experience, which proved the value of what a small, 

determined group of people could achieve working 

together. This effort shows that there are no excuses for 

doing nothing, saying “my impact doesn't matter”.

"

Andriy Melnyk
Nivki Y12, student

After completing the 5-week challenge from Race4Good, 

I gained a lot of knowledge about life. I was able to 

understand how tough it can get in countries like Nepal, 

where different factors affect everyday life. Personally, 

I found it hard to come up with solutions in such a short 

period of time. Overall, I think this challenge has 

become the biggest achievement in my life so far.

"

Linda Cruse
Founder of Race4Good

We are filled with such incredible pride, admiration, and 

emotion – you are a remarkable group of students."

Kateryna Peretyazhko
Nivki Y12, Head Girl

For me, Race4Good has shown that, no matter how 

inexperienced and young you are, you can make 

difference. It made me feel proud when our ideas were 

implemented.

"

Sixth Form

Preparing for lifelong learningAge 16-18
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In 2021, our IBDP graduates achieved a 100% pass rate.  

Student destinations include universities 
across the UK, most notably Exeter, LSE, 
UCL and Manchester. Also, courses have been 
secured at universities across Europe e.g. 
Groningen and Amsterdam (the Netherlands), 
Warsaw (Poland) and Vienna (Austria).

Year BISU Average Points Score IB Average Points Score

2021 33 33

2020 32 31

In 2021, all of our IGCSE students at our 
Pechersk, Nivki and Dnipro schools 
demonstrated exceptional success, both 
collectively and individually.

83.3% of all our students achieved 100% A* to C 
IGCSE passes, with 100% of students at Nivki 
achieving 100% A* to C IGCSE passes.

Chad Perry
BISU parent 

It's a really good school, especially the IB programme. It provides an opportunity for serious 
students to challenge themselves. The teachers here do a great job focusing on each 
student individually, while teaching the class together.

"

BISU IB and IGCSE outstanding exam results  
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All our international teachers are fully qualified 
and speak English as a first language. Their 
diverse backgrounds are great assets to BISU. 
They are talented, passionate educators, who 
ensure our students are highly engaged and 
focused, while at the same time creative and 
curious. 

Our teachers are experienced and committed 
to making sure that all students reach their full 
potential and are accepted by the University 
of their choice. 

Student-to-Teacher ratio is 5:1

Teaching staff
Teaching is a vocation and never just a job

BISU teacher 

Gary Chisholm

I feel privileged to have come from 
England to teach in such an amazing 
school.

"
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First class learning environment 

We promote 'the environment as the third teacher' approach to education and
its importance in supporting quality learning and teaching. Health, safety and security
are our priorities, and all schools are regularly inspected and meet the highest local
and international standards. 

Our classrooms are spacious, cosy and ecOur classrooms are spacious, cosy and eco-friendly. The schools are equipped with 
libraries, science labs, computer rooms, art and music rooms, assembly halls, gyms 
and playgrounds. 

Modern technology is an integral part of all the subjects offered and built into
the curriculum. BISU is the first school in Ukraine to introduce artificial intelligence
to enhance students' learning through Century Tech.
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Student life
BISU provides students with many challenging and enriching opportunities, engaging them, both 
personally and academically, in real-world meaningful projects and giving something back to the larger 
community. Our students participate in a variety of  social, cultural, scientific and charity activities both 
in and beyond Ukraine. They often earn prizes and accolades for their creativity and effort. It is
an exceptional experience for young ambitious learners.

Pechersk Y12, Race4Good Team Leader

Alexander Doronin

Generally, I got experience in real-life 
problem-solving. Moreover, it gave me 
knowledge about current problems in Nepal, 
which is full of different issues.

School events 

Hilton Hotel Christmas choir 

Remembrance Day

Book and science weeks  

Student Parliament and Assemblies 

Sports days and themed festivals

Charity initiatives (Red Cross, Tabletochki Fund, etc.)

AArt exhibitions

Music and drama performances

International events

Duke of Edinburgh Award – BISU is the rst 

school in Ukraine to offer this prestigious award 

to students in years 10-12 

World Scholar’s Cup 

Race4Good 

COBIS Creative Writing, Poetry and Mathematics 

competitions 

Black Black Sea Schools competitions (Mathematics, 

Science and Public Speaking) 

National events 

Outstanding Mathematics and MediaMan 

competitions (Ukrainian Minor Academy of Sciences)

All Ukrainian Sunower contest 
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A happy place for happy students
Happiness is a crucial ingredient at BISU. We are child-centred and our students’ needs must always 
come first. We provide them with a caring environment where they feel confident and are able to 

make individual choices. Every student’s voice is heard.

An excellent level of 
study; the teachers are 
competent. My child goes 
to school with pleasure.

Tamara Dombrovskaya
BISU parent 

"
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Pechersk
School

Dnipro School

Nivki School

1 Drahomyrova Str., Kyiv

+38 (044) 596 18 28, +38 (050) 412 48 84

info.pe@britishschool.ua

www.britishschool.ua/admission/

45 Tolbukhina Str., Kyiv

+38 (044) 502 39 09, +38 (050) 410 46 44

info.ns@britishschool.ua
info.np@britishschool.ua

britishschoolua

18

39a Antonovychа Str., Dnipro

+38 (056) 767 18 28, +38 (050) 458 80 22

info.dn@britishschool.ua

britishdnipro

In becoming part of the BISU community, you are not just selecting
a school: you are choosing the best future for your child.

Apply now



to your success 
GATEWAY


